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Abstract: This study aims to comprehend Portland State University (PSU)’s green campus strategies,
and students’ level of knowledge and living practices relating to green campus. PSU’s sustainable
campus plan has been nationally and internationally recognized. A literature review, field
investigation, and interviews were conducted to ascertain the PSU green campus strategies. This
study also used a survey to understand students’ level of knowledge and practices. The survey results
were analyzed by SPSS. Green campus projects at PSU were operated by official organizations and
funded according to PSU’s long term plans in 12 multilateral categories: administration, energy, water,
climate action, green buildings, green purchasing, waste reduction and recycling, food and dining
services, transportation, land use, action, and education and student activity. The survey results show
that the level of students’ understanding about PSU’s green campus strategies was somewhat low,
but the amount of practice of a sustainable lifestyle was higher. Students who had taken courses
related with sustainability or were engaged in sustainable activities had more knowledge about green
campus strategies than students who had not. Therefore, it would be important to focus more on
educating students and developing related programs in order to have more positive effects of green
campus projects.
Keywords: green campus; strategies; living practices for sustainability; Portland State University
1. Introduction
1.1. Purpose
A university campus is an entity that consumes a considerable amount of energy, and the level
of energy-saving living practices on campuses remains lower than in housing environments, partly
because individuals’ practices are not directly tied to economic incentives.
A university campus is a scaled-down form of an urban system. It has the elements of a city, with
infrastructure such as roads, transportation, and electricity. It contains buildings and has systems that
use energy and discharge waste products. Because of this, a university campus can serve as a testbed
to analyze the effectiveness of green systems and green features that could be applied to future cities.
University students will be the decision makers of society in the future. By then, they may be in
the position of making policy decisions or developing facilities and products for the general public.
Even if not, they need to be educated to have sufficient knowledge and a proper set of values to
vote for competent representatives who will enact green initiatives. Since a university trains future
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decision makers and often fosters environment-friendly education, it would be advisable to build
green campuses where students can practice green living.
Consequently, it is essential to transform the currently energy-wasteful university campuses into
green campuses, to tackle the urgent issues of carbon dioxide emissions, and global warming, and
to enhance people’s health and well-being. However, in South Korea, the universities’ plans and
initiatives for sustainability are not comprehensive, are not systematic, and are insufficient. For a
more sustainable university, then, it is necessary to study the advanced plans and initiatives of other
universities. There are two main aspects to building a green campus. The first concerns the physical
environment to reduce energy consumption and the carbon footprint, which includes land use, green
buildings, and green features. The second is the socio-cultural aspect, which involves management,
education, practice, and a relationship with the local community to plan effectively and use the physical
elements of a green campus.
In this study, through the literature review, field investigation, and survey, we investigated
the physical environment for a green campus by examining Portland State University (PSU), one
of the leading examples of green campus initiatives. However, if campus members do not practice
and understand green campus plans and initiatives, the plans are hard to put into effect. Therefore,
we surveyed the students’ level of knowledge and living practices as related to a green campus,
representing the socio-cultural aspect. This research started as a project for Korean visiting scholars at
PSU. The results of the analysis will provide valuable information for assessing the state of the green
campus and foundations for the future direction of education on green campuses at PSU, as well as
supporting green campus initiatives domestically, internationally, and, in particular, in Korea.
1.2. PSU: Finding a Research Subject
PSU is located in Portland, Oregon, in the United States. Both the city of Portland and the state of
Oregon are widely known for their environment-friendly policies and practices.
In 2014, PSU was ranked as one of the top 10 universities as an energy-conserving college in the
Campus Conservation Nationals [1]. Its president was appointed as chairman of the American College
and University Presidents’ Climate Commitment (ACUPCC). While many US universities are located
in suburban areas, and form a university town, PSU is located in downtown Portland, Oregon’s largest
city, and it shares many overlapping features with typical university campuses in South Korea. Thus,
PSU could serve as a useful benchmark for South Korean universities
2. Literature Review
2.1. Green Campus Policies in the United States
In the United States, the ACUPCC, the Association for the Advancement of Sustainability in
Higher Education (AASHE), the US Green Building Council (USGBC), the International Sustainable
Campus Network (ISCN), and the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) are some
of the organizations that address the green campus issue. The ACUPCC was organized in 2006 to
build a college network that shares information about climate change and greenhouse gas emissions; it
provides a frame for universities to formulate their plans and practices that plan for climate neutrality.
The ACUPCC suggests three steps for climate neutrality. The first step is making a comprehensive
plan. The second step is a plan for reducing greenhouse gas emissions and the implementation of
tangible actions that are provided by the ACUPCC. The third step is the submitting of regular reports.
In this way, the ACUPCC helps the universities to take actions against climate change [2–4].
The AASHE is a non-government organization engaged in educational activities. Specifically,
it supports the generalization of sustainability in higher education and research on sustainability.
It also provides information and activities that are about sustainability, and it promotes the sharing
of this information among institutions and individuals. It supports institutions and individuals to
cooperate for sustainability. The AASHE provides the Sustainability Tracking, Assessment & Rating
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System (STARS), which that is a scale/criterion for assessing the degree of sustainability, and it
provides guidelines for universities to be sustainable. Thus, the AASHE supports sustainability in
educational aspects [5,6]. The USGBC introduced a green building certification program, Leadership
in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED), and it provides and assesses guidelines for eco-friendly
buildings. It also facilitates efforts to build green campuses through its Center for Green Schools.
The Center for Green Schools promotes the operation and management of schools for improved
sustainability. It supports improvements to the environment of schools and promotes a sustainable
campus through the Whole School Sustainability Framework, the Roadmap to a Green Campus,
and other programs [7–9]. The ISCN facilitates network building and cooperation among colleges
and assists in the development of sustainable campuses in conjunction with the Global University
Leadership Forum. Through the Working Groups Program, information can be exchanged and various
studies are conducted. In addition, the sustainable campus is discussed in the Conference Symposia
program. The ISCN identifies advanced sustainable universities through the Sustainable Campus
Excellence Awards. In this way, the ISCN supports the development of sustainable universities at the
national and international levels [10–12]. The EPA is a government-level organization that supports
various activities to create a healthier living environment, from the enactment of laws to research and
environmental education. Through environmental education, students become more interested in
sustainability and participate in solving environment problems. With regard to the green campus, it
operates EPA Schools and provides information about planning, renovation, management, and repair
of facilities to promote a green campus. The EPA provides support at the government level [13–17].
2.2. Previous Research
Earlier studies can be grouped into two categories: research into the green campus system and
research into users’ knowledge and understanding of the green campus.
The former includes the research of Taylor (2013), who introduced the case of Kingston University
in the United Kingdom. Kingston University has staff for sustainability and includes sustainability
in the curriculum. The university shares information through workshops and seminars. As a result,
Taylor notes, the sustainable campus is promoted by understanding sustainability, research, and
cooperation with local communities [18]. It also includes Cho (2011), who investigated five universities
in Seoul to identify the characteristics of a green campus, based on site visits and interviews with
university staff. As a result, among the characteristics of the green campus, the efforts for reduction of
CO2 emissions and saving energy are insufficient [19]. Kim et al. (2013) examined the green campus
system in the United States using the case of Harvard University as an example and compared the US
green campus system with that of South Korea through a literature review. According to the research
results, the number of organizations supporting green campuses in Korea is lacking. Therefore, they
said, organizations should be established and cooperation between such organizations and universities
is needed to promote participation [20]. Both studies involving South Korea focused on particular
aspects of the green campus rather than following a comprehensive approach.
Habib et al. (2016) said universities or other higher education institutions should consider
sustainability. They said that the initiatives for sustainability are inadequate in Saudi Arabia
compared with other countries, such as the United States, Canada, or European countries. They
therefore reviewed and conducted a survey to assess the status of universities’ efforts or initiatives for
sustainability in Saudi Arabia in terms of teaching and curriculum, research and scholarship, campus
operations, community management, and financial management. In addition, they made suggestions
for each aspect for the sustainability of universities located in Saudi Arabia [21]. Lauri et al. (2015)
researched the integrated sustainability plan of higher education institutions like universities, focusing
on the sustainability plans of universities in Canada. They found that many universities had relevant
plans, which emphasized environmental aspects more than social and economic aspects and campus
life. Through the analysis of the sustainability plans of the universities, they came to understand the
overall status of universities’ efforts and provided a direction for sustainability plans [22]. Lastly, Habib
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and Ismaila (2008) studied integrated plans for sustainability. They argued that campus sustainability
is a critical issue globally because universities impact on the environment directly and indirectly.
Therefore, plans for sustainability are critical and needed to be systematic and cover multidimensional
aspects. They suggest making sustainability plans in terms of campus operation and educational
organizations to promote sustainable universities [23]. Thus, these three studies emphasized the need
for plans for sustainability, including both the physical environment and educational aspects in the
sustainability of universities.
Velazquez et al. (2006) surveyed 35 universities regarding their green practices, including
policies, missions, strategies, and sustainability level. Based upon the survey, they suggested a
4-phase framework for creating a sustainable university: vision, mission, committee, and strategy [24].
Weenen (2000) examined sustainable development by examining universities in the US and Europe
with sustainability plans. Through this investigation, they also suggested a sustainable university
classification model with four levels of university engagement [25]. These studies all include
suggestions or recommendations for sustainable universities and green campuses.
As for studies on knowledge and understanding of the green campus, surveying represents the
most common methodology. Speake et al. (2013) surveyed students at Liverpool Hope University to
determine their understanding of green space, frequency of use, and level of satisfaction. The survey
also sought out information on how to improve green space [26]. Kim (2010) surveyed college students
regarding their knowledge of the green campus and environment, their perceptions of environmental
preservation, and relevant green actions [27]. These two studies suggested that there is a need to
promote and strengthen education for green campuses.
Emanuel et al. (2011) surveyed students in Hawaii and Alabama about their perceptions of
sustainability, finding that there was no gap of knowledge between the two states. However, there
were some gaps of willingness to engage in sustainability practices. According to these results, the
researchers suggested that universities play an important role in helping students participate in
sustainability initiatives. They must provide students the opportunity to participate [28]. Ultimately,
these studies suggested that universities in being more sustainable and promoting green campuses
are necessary.
Abd-Razak et al. (2011) examined four universities in Malaysia to research the effectiveness of
the physical environment for sustainability. They used a survey, behavioral observation, and visual
research. Through the survey, they came to understand respondents’ perceptions about the physical
design of the universities and compared them with other universities’ survey results. They identified
some problems to be resolved, such as a campus transportation system for the students’ convenience.
In addition, they argued that the physical environment of a campus influences its sustainability and so
is a critical part for sustainability [29].
Horhota et al. (2014) conducted a focus group, surveys, a behavioral assessment, and an
intervention. Through those methods, they identified the behavioral barriers to the sustainability of a
campus. Communication/awareness, inconvenience, financial concerns, and lack of engagement are
factors that affect campus sustainability. After examining the obstacles, they made some suggestions
for each. For example, they suggest a curriculum that includes sustainability, connecting disciplines
with sustainability, website postings, and a campus newspaper covering the universities’ sustainability
plans [30]. The study thus examined problems and made recommendations for campus sustainability.
These studies conducted a survey and examined perceptions about the physical environment and
some problems disturbing campus sustainability. In addition, after examining them, they suggest
directions for plans and initiatives for sustainability in university. Generally, the previous studies
emphasized the importance of a sustainable campus, referred to as a green campus in this research,
and the role of the university for sustainability. These studies found that many universities had made
efforts to be sustainable, but it is necessary to be more comprehensive and to improve.
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3. Methods
3.1. Literature Review and Internet Survey
We reviewed the reports related to campus sustainability published by PSU and postings on its
website to figure out the categories of the PSU green campus plans and the specific plans of each
category. After reviewing the reports and postings, the survey questionnaire was designed.
3.2. Interviews
We conducted interviews with university staff to obtain additional information about PSU’s green
campus initiatives. In total, five rounds of interviews were conducted, including interviews during the
field investigation. In the PSU, the official organizations for the green campus were composed of the
Institute for Sustainable Solutions (ISS), Campus Sustainability Office (CSO), and the Sustainability
Leadership Center (SLC). The first and second rounds of interviews were conducted with the staff
worked at those organizations. The contents of those interviews were the PSU’s plans and goals for
the green campus and PSU’s sustainable educational programs, as shown in the Table 1.




5 November 2014 A campus sustainability manager atCampus Sustainability Office (CSO)




coordinator at Institute for
Sustainable Solutions (ISS) PSU’s sustainable
educational programA sustainability leadership and









9 February 2015 Sustainability tour staff Features or facilities ofPSU green campus
17 February 2015 A campus sustainability manager anda management staff at CSO
Eco roofs of Cramer Hall
and Broadway Housing
3.3. Field Investigation
To identify the physical environmental elements of PSU’s green campus, we visited the campus
and took photographs. We examined all the green features and the condition of LEED-certified
buildings on campus. If the approval was needed to visit the certain green features and buildings, we
made appointments in advance and then visited them. We also interviewed the users and related staff
during field investigation as shown in the Table 1. Through the interviews, we examined the certain
green features or facilities in detail.
3.4. Survey
The green features, green buildings, or specific plans are important parts in terms of the physical
environment for the green campus. However, for the literature review, internet survey, interviews, and
field investigations, understanding of the green campus by staff and users and the actual practices
in relation to the green campus plans by the staff, students, and other users are critical. Therefore, a
survey of the students is needed. We conducted a survey during the period of 5–13 February 2015, to
examine students’ knowledge of PSU’s sustainability plans and their living practices.
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The survey was designed as shown in Table 2. It was modified and revised based on consultation
with the Survey Research Lab (SRL) and a preliminary survey was conducted to test the level of
understanding of the survey. For the level of knowledge, respondents were asked to check items they
felt they can explain to a friend. For living practice for sustainability, a four-point scale (from “never”
to “often”) with the additional category of “not applicable” was used. After completing the survey
design, we applied for exemption, obtained an approval from the Institutional Review Board (IRB),
and launched our survey.
The respondents were PSU’s undergraduate students. We selected 5 relatively large classes and
mentoring sections that were composed of various students in terms of gender, grade, and majors. We
then visited the classes to distribute the surveys and collect the responses after receiving permission
from the instructors.
A total 264 copies of the survey were distributed, of which 216 were collected and 209 were used
for analysis.
The analysis method was a statistical analysis with simple frequencies and percentages,
cross-tabbing, t-testing, and ANOVA.
Table 2. Survey questions.
Categories Items
Respondent information
Gender, study period at PSU, living on campus, previous
experience of living on campus, experience of taking
sustainability related course, experience of enrolling student
activity focused on sustainability
Knowledge about a
green campus
Total of 41 items for features or programs of PSU green campus;




Total of 18 questions about PSU’s recommendations for
sustainable living; four-point scale from “never (1)” to “often (4)”
with the additional category of “not applicable”
4. Results
4.1. Field Investigation Results: Plans for the Green Campus
Green campus projects at PSU are operated by official organizations and funded through the
university’s long-term plans in 12 multilateral categories: administration, energy, water, climate
action, green buildings, green purchasing, waste reduction and recycling, food and dining services,
transportation, land use, action, and education and student activity. Distinctive sustainable plans or
features include the following: a district heating and cooling loop; a storm water plan; a climate action
plan and progress; waste audit reports; public transportation on campus; “Electric Avenue”, providing
multiple charging stations for electric cars; the “Park Block”, reflecting the “Sustainability of PSU”,
a large green space located in the campus where a farmers’ market and events are held; and large
numbers of sustainability-related courses and student groups (Table 3).
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Table 3. Categories of PSU green campus plans.
Categories Plans/Guidelines
Administration
- Official organizations: Institute for Sustainable Solutions (ISS), Campus Sustainability Office (CSO), and
Sustainability Leadership Center (SLC)
- Funding
- Long term plans through researches
Energy
- Green revolving fund
- Energy conservation guideline
- District heating and cooling loop
- Efficient class scheduling for saving energy
- Interactive energy dashboards for student’s
understanding about building energy generation
and consumption
- Solar photovoltaic (PV) arrays on campus
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ree  
il i s  
( a le 4) 
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ecessar  f r e l  c str cte  r re ate  facilities si ce 2003 
- ec ical esi  sta r s f r ree  il i  
ree  
rc asi  
- er tar 5.0 rate a  l ctr nic r cts ir e tal ssess e t l 
( ) l  certifie  es t  n  l to  c ters are rc ase  a  
rec e e   t e ffi  f I f r a io  ec l  ( I ). 
- ere is a c tract al refere c  f r ree  eal a / r c  -certifie
clea i  r cts 
aste 
re cti  a  
ec cli  
- aste a it re rts 
- rse catal s, sc e les, a  irect ries are  l er ri te , a  free s are 
a aila le li e 
- ec cle a ia 
- e se r , a e  a e set  f r ati  t  t e re se r  
- t r c st i  
 a  
i i  ser ices 
- e sa le t -  c tai e r ra  
- ll c i  il rec cle  i t  i - iesel 
- cess re-c s er f o  nated t  c arit . 
- I creasi  l cal  r a i  f  c ases 
ra s rtati  
- artiall  s si ize  tra sit asses re a aila le f r t e c s c it  
- “ lectric e e” r i es lti le c r i  stati s 
- i e  ffers le ser ice, class , m rc a is , an  a ace  a e 
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Table 3. Categories of PSU green campus plans. 
Categories Plans/Guidelines
Adminis ration 
- Official organizations: I stit te for Sust in ble Solutions (ISS), Campus Sust inability 
Office (CSO), d Sust inabili y Leadership C nter (SLC) 
- Fu ding 
- Long term pla s through researches 
Energy 
- Green re olving fu d 
- Energy conservati n guideline 
- D s rict heating and cooling loop 
- Efficient cla s sc dulin  for sav nergy 
- Interactive nergy ashboards for student’  
understa ding abou  bu ldin  ner y g neratio  
and consumption 





- Solar Photovoltaic 
Water 
- Storm water plan 
- Sust inable dr king w ter 
- Landscaping pr t ces to help reduce pollu ants in 
storm water 
 
- Dr king 
water 
- Storm water 
plan  
- Plant box - Bioswale 
 
- Green roof 
Climate action 
- Climate action plan 
- Climate action progress 
- Climate champio s guidance 
document 
- Climate champions checklist 
 
- Climate Action plan  
- Climate Action Progress 
Green 
bu ldings  
(Table 4) 
- Ach eving Leadersh p i  Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Certifications is 
necessary for ewly constructed or r nov ted fac lities si ce 2003 
- Technical d ign stan ards fo  green bu lding 
Green 
purchasing 
- EnergyStar 5.0 r ted n Electronic P ducts Environme tal A essment Tool 
( PEAT) Gold c tifie  desktop and la top c mputers are purchased and 
recommended by the Office of Informatio  Technology (OIT). 
- There is a tractual pref r nce o  Green Seal and/or Ec  Logo-certified  
cleaning products
Waste 
reductio  nd 
Recycling 
- Waste audit reports 
- Course c t logs, chedules, and directories are no longe  printed, and free PDFs are 
v i able line 
- Recyclem ni  
- R use room, Faceb ok pag  set up for donating o th  r use room 
- Outdoor compost bin 
Food and 
Dining services 
- Reusable t -g  co taine  program 
- All cooking oil r cyc d int bio-diesel 
- Excess pre-consumer food donated to charity. 
- Increasing local and ganic fo d purchases 
Transportation 
- P rtially subsidiz d tr nsit a ses are v i able fo  t e campus community 
- “Ele tric Avenue” provid s multiple char ing t tions 
- Bike Hub offe s bicycl  servi , cla ses, merchandise, and  Facebook page 
- Green roof
Cli ate action
- Climate action plan
- Climate action progre s
- Climate cha pions
guida c docum nt
- Climate champions ch cklist
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Table 3. Categories of PSU green campus plans. 
Categories Plans/G idelines
Administration 
- Official organizatio s: Institute for Sust inable Solutions (ISS), Campus Sustainability 
Office (CSO), and Sustainability Leadership Center (SLC) 
- Funding 
- Long term plans through researches 
Energy 
- Green r volving fund 
- Energy conservation guideline 
- District heating and cooling loop 
- Efficient class scheduling for s ving energy 
- Interactive energy d shboards for student’s 
understanding about building energy generation 
a d c nsumpti n 





- Solar Photovoltaic 
Water 
- Storm w ter plan 
- Sustainable dri king wat r 





- Storm w ter 
plan  
- Plant box - Bioswale 
 
- Green roof 
Climate action 
- Climate action plan 
- Climate action progress 
- Climate champions guidance 
document 
- Climate champions checklist 
 
- Climate Action plan  




- Achieving Leadership in Energy an  Envir nm ntal Design (LEED) Certifications is 
necessary for newly constructed r renovated facilities since 2003 
- Technical design standards for green building 
Green 
purchasing 
- EnergyStar 5.0 rated and Electronic Pro ucts Environmental Assessment Tool 
(EPEAT) Gold certified desktop and laptop c mputers are purchased and 
recommended by the Office of Information Technology (OIT). 
- There is a contract al preference for Green Seal and/or Eco Logo-certified  
cleaning produc s 
Wast  
reduction a d 
Recycling 
- Waste audit reports 
- Course catalogs, schedules, and directories are no longer printed, and free PDFs are 
available online 
- Recyclemania 
- Reuse room, Facebook page set up for donating to the reuse room 
- Outdoor comp st bin 
Food a d 
Dining services 
- Reusable t -go c ntainer program 
- All cooking oil recycled int  bio-diesel 
- Excess pre-consumer food do ated to charity. 
- Increasing ocal an  organic food purchases 
Transportation 
- Partially subsidized transit passes are available for the campus community 
- “Electric Avenue” provides multiple charging statio s 
- Bike Hub offers bicycle service, classes, merchandise, and a Facebook page 
- li ate ctio la
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- Long term plans through researches 
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- Dist ict he ting nd co ling loop 
- Effici t class scheduling for saving energy 
- Inter ctive energy a hboard  for student’s 
u derstand g bout buildi g e ergy g eration 
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- Solar Photovoltaic 
Water 
- Storm water plan 
- Sustai ble d inking water 





- Storm water 
plan 
- Plant box - Bioswale 
 
- Green roof 
Climate act on 
- Climate action plan 
- li ate acti  progress 
- l ate champions guidance 
docum nt 
- Cl mat  champions checklist 
 
- C im te Action plan  
- Climate Ac i  Progress 
Green 
buildi gs  
(Table 4) 
- Ac ev g L adership in Ene gy and Env ronmental s gn (LEED) Certifications is 
ne essary fo  newly constructe  or r novat d facilities since 2003 
- Technical design standards for green building
Gree  
purchasing 
- EnergyStar 5.0 rated an  Elect on c P ducts Environmental Assessment Tool 
( PEAT) Gold c r ifie eskt p an  laptop computers are purchased a d 
recommende by th  Offi  f Inf rm tion echnol gy (OIT). 
- There is a co tractual pr f r nc  for Green Seal and/or Eco Logo-certified  




- Wa te audit reports 
- Co rse catalogs, schedul , nd direct ries are o longer printed, and free PDFs are 
available on ine 
- Recyclemania 
- R use r om, Fac bo k page se  up f r donating to the reuse room 
- Outdo r comp st in 
Food and
Di ing service  
- Re sable t -go ontainer program 
- All o k g oil recycl  i to bio-diesel 
- Exc ss pre-c sumer f d donated to charity. 
- Incr a ing local an  org nic food pu chas s 
Transportation
- Partia ly bsi ized tr nsit passes are av il ble f r the campus community 
- “El ctric Aven e” pro id s mul iple charging tations 
- B ke Hub off rs bicycle service, cla se , mercha dise, and Facebook page 




- Achi ving Lead rship in En rgy n E viro me al Desig (LEED) C rtifications is necess ry for
newly construct d o renovated f cilities si e 2003
- Technical design standards for green building
Green
purchasing
- EnergyStar 5.0 rated and Electronic Products Environmental Assessment Tool (EPEAT) Gold certified
desktop and laptop computers are purchased and recommended by the Office of Information
Technology (OIT)




- Wast audit repo ts
- Cour catalogs, schedules, nd direct ries are no l nger printed, and free PDFs are available online
- Recyclemania
- Reuse room, Facebo k page set up for donat ng to the reuse room
- Outdoor compost bin
Food and
Dining services
- Reusable to-go container program
- All cooking oil recycled into bio-diesel
- Excess pre-consumer food donated to charity
- Increasing local and organic food purchases




- Partially subsidized transit passes are available for the campus community
- “Electric Avenue” provides multiple charging stations
- Bike Hub offers bicycle service, classes, merchandise, and a Facebook page
- Bicycle Transportation Plan
- Making Cycle Track
- Zipcar for free or lower rates
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- Bicycle Transportation Plan 
- Making Cycle Track 
- Zipcar for free or lower rates  
- Transportation plan 
- Zipcar 




   
- Bike Hub      - Bike garage 
Land use 
- Integrated pest management plan 
- Green pedestrian corridor 
- Clean air corridor 
- Making and maintaining a community garden and park block (opening a farmers market) 
 
 












- Community garden 
 
 
- Farmers market 
 
 
- Park block 
Actions 
- Online guide for information about commuting to campus, eating on or around campus, 
working in an office, traveling for university purposes, living on campus, learning or 




- Sustainability Volunteer Program 
- Student Sustainability Leadership Council 
- Green Student Groups 
- Graduation Sustainability Pledge 
- Campus Gardens 
- Sustainability-related and focused courses 
- Graduate Certificate in Sustainability 
- Sustainability scholar group 
 
- Living Lab Initiative (www.pdx.edu/ 
sustainability/living-lab) 
 
- Explanation board of bioswale 
Sources: http://www.pdx.edu/planning-sustainability/greencampus [31], field investigation, and interviews. 
Buildings’ energy consumption represents the most important category for the green campus. 
PSU has worked to integrate numerous sustainability guidelines into the technical design standards. 
Since 2004, PSU has implemented a green building policy requiring all new construction and major 
renovations to meet LEED certification standards by the US Green Building Council. There are eight 
LEED-certified buildings on campus, three of which were certified through renovation. These 
renovations included non-toxic finishes, preservation of historical façades, rooftop solar arrays, 
rainwater capturing systems, radiant heating and cooling panels, and extensive daylighting. The 
other LEED-certified buildings were newly constructed with reused, recycled, or local materials, 
natural ventilation (windows or systems), reduced energy-use in terms of code, rainwater 
harvesting for reuse in toilets and irrigation, less potable water demand in terms of code, eco-roofs, 
or geothermal heating and cooling (Table 4). 
- Transportation plan
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- Bicycle Transportation Plan 
- Making Cycle Track 
- Zipcar for free or lower rates  
- Transportation plan 
- Zipcar 




   
- Bike Hub      - Bike garage 
Land use 
- Integrated pest management plan 
- Green pedestrian corridor 
- Clean air corridor 
- Making and maintaining a community garden and park block (opening a farmers market) 
 
 












- Community garden 
 
 
- Farmers market 
 
 
- Park block 
Actions 
- Online guide for information about commuting to campus, eating on or around campus, 
working in an office, traveling for university purposes, living on campus, learning or 




- Sustainability Volunteer Program 
- Student Sustainability Leadership Council 
- Green Student Groups 
- Graduation Sustainability Pledge 
- Campus Gardens 
- Sustainability-related and focused courses 
- Graduate Certificate in Sustainability 
- Sustainability scholar group 
 
- Living Lab Initiative (www.pdx.edu/ 
sustainability/living-lab) 
 
- Explanation board of bioswale 
Sources: http://www.pdx.edu/planning-sustainability/greencampus [31], field investigation, and interviews. 
Buildings’ energy consumption represents the most important category for the green campus. 
PSU has worked to integrate numerous sustainability guidelines into the technical design standards. 
Since 2004, PSU has implemented a green building policy requiring all new construction and major 
renovations to meet LEED certification standards by the US Green Building Council. There are eight 
LEED-certified buildings on campus, three of which were certified through renovation. These 
renovations included non-toxic finishes, preservation of historical façades, rooftop solar arrays, 
rainwater capturing systems, radiant heating and cooling panels, and extensive daylighting. The 
other LEED-certified buildings were newly constructed with reused, recycled, or local materials, 
natural ventilation (windows or systems), reduced energy-use in terms of code, rainwater 
harvesting for reuse in toilets and irrigation, less potable water demand in terms of code, eco-roofs, 
or geothermal heating and cooling (Table 4). 
- i car
brochure
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- Bicycle Transportation Plan 
- Making Cycle Track 
- Zipcar for free or lower rates  
- Transportation plan 
- Zipcar 




   
- Bike Hub      - Bike garage 
Land use 
- Integrated pest management plan 
- Green pedestrian corridor 
- Clean air corridor 
- Making and maintaining a community garden and park block (opening a farmers market) 
 
 












- Community garden 
 
 
- Farmers market 
 
 
- Park block 
Actions 
- Online guide for information about commuting to campus, eating on or around campus, 
working in an office, traveling for university purposes, living on campus, learning or 




- Sustainability Volunteer Program 
- Student Sustainability Leadership Council 
- Green Student Groups 
- Gradu tion Sustainability Pledge 
- Campus Gardens 
- Sustainability-related and focused courses 
- Graduate Certificate in Sustainability 
- Sustainability scholar group 
 
- Living Lab Initiative (www.pdx.edu/ 
sustainability/living-lab) 
 
- Explanation board of bioswale 
Sources: http://www.pdx.edu/planning-sustainability/greencampus [31], field investigation, and interviews. 
Buildings’ ener y consumption re resents the most important category for the green campus. 
PSU has worked to integrate numerous sustainability guidelines into the technical design standards. 
Since 2004, PSU has implemented a green buildi g policy requiring all new construction and major 
renovatio s to meet LEED certification standards by the US Green Buildi g Cou cil. There are eight 
LEED-certified buildings on campus, three of which ere certified through renovatio . These 
renovatio s included non-toxic finishes, preservation of historical façades, rooftop solar arrays, 
rainwater capturing systems, radiant heati g and cooling panels, and exte sive daylighting. T e 
other LEED-certified buildings were ne ly constructed with reused, recycled, or local materials, 
natural ventilation (windows or systems), reduced energy-use in terms of code, rainwater 
harvesting for reuse in toilets and irrigation, less potable water demand in terms of code, eco-roofs, 
or geothermal eating and cooli g (Table 4). 
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- Bicycle Transportation Plan 
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- Zipcar for fr e or lower rates  
- Transportation plan 
- Zipcar 




   
- Bike Hub      - Bike garage 
Land use 
- Integrated pest manage e t plan 
- Gr en pedestrian co ridor 
- Clean air co ridor 
- Making and maintaining a community garden and park block (opening a farmers market) 
 
 
- Integrated pest  
manage e t plan 
 
 








- Community garden 
 
 
- Farmers market 
 
 
- Park block 
Actions 
- Online guide for information about commuting to campus, eating on or ar und campus, 
working in an o fice, traveling for u iversity purposes, living on campus, learning or 




- Sustainability Volunt er Program 
- Student S stainability Leadership Council 
- Gr en Stude t Groups 
- Graduation S stai ability Pledge 
- Campus Gardens 
- Sustainability-related and focused co rses 
- Graduate Certificate in Sustai ability 
- Sustainability scholar group 
 
- Living Lab I itiative (www.pdx.edu/ 
sustainability/living-lab) 
 
- Explanation board of bioswale 
Sources: h tp: /www.pdx.edu/planning-sustainability/gr encampus [31], field investigation, and i terviews. 
Buildings’ energy consumption represents th  most important category for the green campus. 
PSU has worked t  integrate numerous sustainability guidelines into the technical design standards. 
Since 2004, PSU has implemented a gr en building policy requiring a l new co struction and major 
renovations to meet LEED certification st ndards by the US Green Building Cou cil. There are ight 
LEED-certified buildings on campus, three of which ere certified through renovation. These 
renovations included non-toxic finishes, preservation of hist rical façades, rooftop s lar a rays, 
rainwater capturing systems, radiant heating and cooling panels, and extensive daylighting. The 
other LEED-certified buildings were newly constructed with reused, recycled, or local materials, 
natural ventilatio  (windo s or systems), reduced energy-use in t rms of code, rainwater 
harvesting for reuse in toilets and i rigation, le s potable water deman  in terms of code, ec -roofs, 
or geothermal heating and cooling (Table 4). 
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- Making C cle rack 
- Zipcar for free or lower rates  
- Transportation plan 
- Zipcar 




   
- Bike Hub      - Bike garage 
Land use 
- Integrated pest management plan 
- Green pedestrian corridor 
- Clean air corridor 
- Making and maintain ng a community garden and park block (opening a farmers market) 
 
 
- Integrated pest  











- Community garden 
 
 
- Farmers market 
 
 
- Park block 
Actions 
- Online guide for information about commuting to campus, ating on or around campus, 
working i  an office, traveling for u iversi y purposes, living on campus, learning or 




- Sustainability Volunteer Program 
- Student Sustainab lity Leadership Council 
- Green Student Groups 
- Graduation Sustainability Pledge 
- Campus Gardens 
- Sustainability-relate  and focused courses 
- Graduate Certificate in Sustainability 
- Sustainability scholar group 
 
- Living Lab Initiative (www.pdx.edu/ 
sustainability/l ving-lab) 
 
- Explanation board of bioswale 
Sources: http://www.pdx.edu/planning-sustainability/greencampus [31], field investigation, and interviews. 
Buildings’ energy consumption represents the most important category for the green campus. 
PSU has worke  to integrate numerous sustainability guidelines into the technical design standards. 
Since 2004, PSU has implemented a green b ilding policy req iring all new construction and major 
renovations to meet LEED certification standards by the US Green B ilding Council. There are eight 
LEED-certified buildings on campus, three of which were certified through renovation. These 
renovations include  non-toxic fi ishes, preservati n of historical façades, rooftop solar arrays, 
rainwater capturing systems, radiant heating and cooling panels, and extensive daylighting. The 
other LEED-certified buildings were newly constructed with reused, recycled, or local materials, 
natural ventilation (windows or systems), reduced energy-use in terms of code, rainwater 
harvesting for reuse in toilets a  irrigation, less potable water demand in terms of code, eco-roofs, 
or geothermal heating and cooling (Table 4). 
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worki g in an office, traveling for university rposes, living on campus, learning or 




- Sust inability Volunteer P ogram 
- Student Sust nability L adership Council 
- Green Student Groups 
- Graduation Sust inability Pledge 
- Campus G rdens 
- Sust inability-r lated and focused courses 
- Grad a  Certificat  in Sust inability 
- Sust inabili y scholar group 
 
- Living Lab Initiative ( ww.pdx.edu/ 
sust inability/living-lab) 
 
- Explanation board of bioswale 
Sources: http:// ww.pdx.edu/pla ning-sust inability/greencampus [31], field investigatio , and interviews. 
Buildings’ energy consumption r presents the most impor ant category for the green campus. 
PSU has worked to i te rate umerous sust inability guidelines into the technical design sta ards. 
Since 2004, PSU has impl m nted a green building policy requiring all new constructio  and major 
renovations to meet LEED certification stan ards by the US Green Building Council. There are eight 
LEED-certified buildings on ampus, three of w ich w r  certified throu h re ovation. Th se 
renovations included no -toxic finishes, preservation of historical faça es, ro ftop s l  rrays, 
rainwater capturing systems, r diant heating and cooling panels, and xtensive daylighting. The 
other LEED-certified buildings wer  newly co structed with reus d, recycled, or local materials, 
natural ven lation (windows or systems), reduced energy-use in terms of code, r inwater 
harvesting for reuse i  toilets and irrigation, le s potable water demand i  terms of code, c -roofs, 




ve e - Bike Hub - Bike garage
Land use
- Integrated pest management plan
- Green pedestrian corridor
- Clean air corridor
- Making and maintaining a community garden and park block (opening a farmers market)
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- Bicycle Transp rtation Pl n 
- Making Cycle Track 
- Zipcar for free or lower rates  
- Transportation plan 
- Zipcar 




   
- Bike Hub      - Bike garage 
Land use 
- Integrated pest management plan 
- Gree  pedestria  corridor 
- Clean air corridor 
- Making and maintaining a community garden and park block (opening a farmers market) 
 
- I te rated pest  
management plan 
 
- Green pe estrian
corridor 
 
- Clean air corridor 
 
 
- Commu ity gar n 
 
- F rmers market 
 
- Park block 
Actions 
- Online uide f r informatio  ab ut commuting to campus, eati g on or around campus, 
worki  i  n office, traveling for university purposes, livi  o  campus, learning or 
teaching in a classroom, researching in a lab, and purchasing university supplies 
Ed cation and 
Student 
activity 
- ustai ability Volunteer Program 
- Student Sustainability Leadership Council 
- reen Student Groups 
- Graduation Sustainability Pledge 
- Campus Gardens 
- Sustainability-related and focused courses 
- Graduate Certificate in Sustainability 
- Sustainability scholar group 
 
- Living Lab Initiative (www.pdx.edu/ 
ustainability/living-lab) 
 
- Explanation board of bioswale 
Sources: http://www.pdx.edu/planning-sustainability/greencampus [31], field investigation, and interviews. 
Buildings’ energy consumption repre ents the most importa  category for the green c mpus. 
PSU has worked to integrate umerous susta nability guidelines to the t chnical desig  standards. 
Si ce 2004, PSU has implem n ed  green buil ing policy requiri g al  new c nstruction and major
renovations to meet LEED certification s andards by the US Gre n Buil ing Council. There are eight
LEED-certified b ildings on campu , three of wh ch were ce tified through renovation. These
enov ions included non-toxic f nishes, preservati n of historical façades, rooftop solar arrays,
rainwater capturing systems, radiant h ating a d cooling panels, and xtensive daylighting. The
othe  LEED-cer fied bu l ing  were newly constr ted with re d, recycled, or l cal m teri ls,
n tural ventilation (windows or systems), reduced nergy-use i  terms of code, rainwater
harv sting for reuse in toilets an  irrigation, less potable water demand in terms of code, eco-roofs, 
or geothermal heating and cooling (Table 4). 
- Integrated pest management plan
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- Community garden 
 
 
- Farmers arket 
 
 
- Park block 
Actions 
- Online guide for information about c mmuting to campus, eating on or around campus, 
working in an office, traveling for university purposes, living on campus, learning or 




- Sustainability Volunteer Progr m 
- Student Sustainability Leadership Council 
- Green Student Gro ps 
- Graduation Sust inability Pledge 
- Campus Gardens 
- Sustainability-related and focused courses 
- Graduate Certificate in Sustainability 
- Sustainability scholar group 
 
- Living Lab Initiative (www.pdx.edu/ 
sustainability/living-lab) 
 
- Explanation board of bioswale 
Sources: http://www.pdx.edu/planning-sustainability/greencampus [31], field investigation, and interviews. 
Building ’ energy c nsumption represent  the most important category for t e green campus. 
PSU has worked to integrate numerous sustainability guidelines into the technical desig  standards. 
Since 2004, PSU has i plemented a green buildi g policy requiring all new co structi n and major 
renovations to meet LEED certificati  standards by the US Green Building Council. There are eight 
LEED-certified buildings on campus, three of which were certified through renovati n. These 
renovations included non-toxic finishes, preservation of historical façades, rooftop solar arrays, 
rainwater capturing syst ms, ra iant heating and oling panels, and extensive daylighting. The 
other LEED-certified buildi gs were newly construct  with reused, recycled, or local materials, 
natural ventilation (windows or systems), reduced energy-use in ter s of code, rainwater 
harvestin  for reuse in toilets and irrigation, less potable water demand in terms of code, eco-roofs, 
or geothermal heating and cooling (Table 4). 
- Green
pedestrianc rridor
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- Clean air cor idor 
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- Com unity garden 
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- Park block 
Actions 
- Onli e guide for information abo t com uting to campus, eating on or around campus, 
w rking in an office, traveling for univ rsity purposes, living on campus, learning or 




- Sustainability Volunteer Program 
- Student Sust inabil ty Leadership Council 
- Green Student Groups 
- Graduation Sustainability Pledge 
- Campus Gardens 
- Sustainability-relate  and focused courses 
- Graduate Certificate n Sustainability 
- Sustain bility scholar group 
 
- Living Lab Initiative (www.pdx.edu/ 
sustainability/living-lab) 
 
- Explanation bo rd of bioswale 
Sources: http://www.pdx.ed /pla ning-sustai ability/greencampus [31], field invest gation, and interviews. 
Buildin s’ energy consu ptio represents the most important tegory for the g een campus. 
PS  has work d to int grat  umerous sustainab lity guideli s into the tech ic l esign standards. 
Since 2004, PSU has implem te   green building policy requiring all new const ucti n and major 
renovat ons to m et LEED cer ific ti n standards by the US Green B ildi g Council. Th re are eight 
LEED-cert fied buildings on campus, three f which were c rtified hrough renovation. These 
re ovation  included no -toxic finishes, preserv ion of historical façade , rooftop olar arrays, 
rainwat r captur syst ms, radiant heating and cooling panels, and extensive day ighting. The 
o her LEED-certified buildings were newly co structed with eused, ecycled, or local materials, 
atu al ve ilation (w ndows or systems), r duce  energy-use in ter s of c d , rainwater 
h rv sting for r use toilets a d irrigation, less potable water d and in terms of c de, eco-roofs, 
or geothermal heating and cooling (Table 4). 
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Sources: http://ww .pdx.edu/planning-sustainability/greenca pus [31], field investigation, and interviews. 
Buildings’ energy consu ption repr sent  the ost i portant category for he green ca pus. 
PS  has orked to integr te nu erous sustainability guidelines into the technical design standards. 
Since 2004, PS  ha  i ple ented a green building policy requiring all ne  constructio  and ajor 
renovations to eet LEE  certification standards by the S Green Building Council. There are eight 
LEE -certified buildings on ca pus, three of hich ere certified through renovation. These
renovations included no -toxic finishes, preservation of historical façades, roof op solar arrays, 
rain ater capturing syste s, radia t heating and co ling panels, and ext nsive daylighting. The 
other LEE -certified buildings ere ne ly constructed ith r used, recycled, or local aterials, 
natural ventilation ( indo s or yste s), reduced energy-use in t r s of code, rain at r 
harvesting for reuse in toilets an  irrigation, less potable ater de and in ter s of code, eco-roofs, 
or geother al heating and cooling (Table 4). 
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rain ater capturing syste s, r diant heating and cooling panels, and xtensive daylighting. Th  
other LEE -certif ed buildings ere ne ly constructed ith r used, recycled, or l cal ate ials, 
natural ventilati n ( indo s or syste s), reduced energy-use in ter s of code, rain ate  
harvesting for reuse in toilets and irrigation, less potable ater de and in ter s of code, ec -roofs, 
or geother al heating and cooling (Table 4). 
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PS  has work d to int grate numerous sus ainability gu delines into the technic l esign standards. 
Since 2004, PSU has implem t d a gree  bui ding pol cy quiring all new constructi n and major 
renovations to m et LEED ertific tion standards by the US G ee  Buildin  Cou cil. T ere ar  eight 
LEED-cert fied buildi gs on campus, three of which wer  certified through ren vation. These 
re ovations included non-tox c finish s, preservation of historical façade , r oftop olar arrays, 
rainwater capturing systems, radia t heating a d cooling panels, and xtens ve daylig ting. The 
other LEED-certified buildings ere newly constructed with used, ecycled, or loc l materials, 
atural ventilatio (window  or system ), r duc d energy-use terms of cod , rainwater 
harv sting for r use in toilets a d irrigation, less po able water d and in terms of c de, eco-roofs, 
o  geothermal heating a d cooling (Table 4). 
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Sources: http://www.pdx.edu/planning-sustainability/greenca pus [31], field investigation, and interviews. 
Buil ings’ energy consu ption rep sents the most imp rta  category for he green campus. 
PSU h s worked to int grate numerous su inability g idelines i to the technical design st ndards. 
Since 2004, PSU has i plemented  green building policy req iring all new const uction and major 
i  to meet LEED cert fication standards by the US Gr en Building Council. There are eight 
LEED-c rtified building  on c mpus, th ee f which were c rtifi d through renov tion. Thes  
ren v tions include  non-tox c finishes, preservation of historical façad s, rooftop s lar ar ay , 
rainw t  capturing systems, radiant h ating an  ooling panel , and extensive daylighting. The 
other LEED-ce tifi  buildings w e newly onstructed ith r used, recycled, or l cal material , 
natu al venti ation (wi ows r syst ms), reduced en rgy-use in terms of code, rainwater 
harvesting for reuse in toilets and irrigation, less potable water demand in terms of code, eco-roofs, 
or geothermal heating and cooling (Table 4). 
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(www.pdx.edu/sustainability/living-lab)
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LEED-c rtified buildings on campus, three of which were certified through renovati n. These 
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Sources: http://w .pdx.edu/plan ing-sustainability/ ree c s [ 1], field investigati n, and interview .
Buildings’ ener y co su p io repre ents th most importa t categ ry for the gree campus.
PSU has worked to integrate nu rous sustainability guidelines i to the tech ical desig standards.
Since 2004, PSU has i plement d a green building p licy requiring all n w constructi n and major
renovations to me LEED c r ifi t standards by the US Gre n Build g C unc l. T re are
eight LEED-c tified buil i gs on a pus, th e f whi h were r ifie th u h enov tion. These
renovations included non-tox c finish s, pres rvation of histori al façades, r oftop ola arrays,
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rainwater capturing systems, radiant heating and cooling panels, and extensive daylighting. The other
LEED-certified buildings were newly constructed with reused, recycled, or local materials, natural
ventilation (windows or systems), reduced energy-use in terms of code, rainwater harvesting for reuse
in toilets and irrigation, less potable water demand in terms of code, eco-roofs, or geothermal heating
and cooling (Table 4).





- Newly Constructed on 2003
- Over 90% materials of original building were reused
or recycled
- Natural ventilation
- 31% reduction in energy use over code
- 54% of building materials manufactured within 500 miles
- Among 1st to pilot rainwater harvesting for reuse in toilets
and irrigation
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4.2. Survey Results: Living Practices 
4.2.1. Respondents 
There were similar number of male and female respondents. The study period of “less than 1 
year” (33%) was the most frequent response followed by “1–less than 2 years” (27.3%). There were 
low percentages of students in the following categories: those who live on campus (29.2%), those 
who took a sustainability-related course (15.3%), and those enrolled in activities focused on 
sustainability (4.8%) (Table 5). 
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- Newly constructed in 2004
- 20% less potable water demand over code
- 9 % of construction waste diverted from landfill
- Largest eco-roof in city of Portland
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- LEED-NC Gold 
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- Radiant heating and cooling panels 
- Extensive daylighting 
Broadway 
Residence Hall 
- LEED-NC Silver 
- Newly constructed in 2004 
- 20% less potable water demand over code 
- 92% of construction waste diverted from landfill 
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4.2. Survey Results: Living Practices
4.2.1. Respondents
There wer similar number of male and female respondents. The study period of “less than
1 year” (33%) was the most frequent r sponse followed by “1–les than 2 years” (27.3%). There were
low percentages of students in the following categories: those who live on campus (29.2%), those who
took a sustainability-related course (15.3%), and those enrolled in activities focused on sustainability
(4.8%) (Table 5).
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4.2.2. Knowledge and Living Practices
The survey results show that the level of the students’ understanding about green campus
strategies was somewhat low (Table 6). On the average, 16.8% of 209 respondents answered “yes” to
each question. Among the survey questions, “Transit passes through campus” shows the highest of
understanding. However, there are no students who answered “yes” to the following two questions:
“Ventilation system for IAQ” and “Sustainability scholar group”. The ventilation system is a facility
that automatically ventilates without opening windows. Thus, if the users who do not know how the
system works, open the windows during the operation of the ventilation system, it can increase energy
consumption. The behavior of the users is directly related to energy consumption. Considering the
survey and the field investigation results, the level of students’ understanding about “Storm water
planters” and “Bioswales” is lower than the average. We found that there were trash the users left in
the storm water planters and bioswales during the field investigation. Therefore, the education about
these green campus plans is necessary.
The average number of survey questions the each respondent answered “yes” is about seven
rounding off the numbers. The minimum and maximum number of the survey questions the
respondents answered “yes” are zero and thirty-four, and the most frequent number of the survey
questions the respondents answered “yes” are one and five. The survey results show that, even though
the students use the university facilities more frequently than the other people and the university
promotes the green campus through the administration, the students’ understanding on green campus
plans operated in PSU is at a low level.
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Table 6. Students’ understanding of Green Campus Plans/Features (N = 209).
Survey Questions f % *
Energy
Solar photovoltaic (PV) 23 11.0
LED fixtures at parking garages 30 14.4
Lights off reminder stickers on switches 60 28.7
Water
Rainwater harvesting (at Epler Hall, ASRC) 36 17.2
Pervious pavers 6 2.9
Water efficient fixtures (in restrooms) 44 21.1
Storm water planters 20 9.6
Bioswales (at Helen Gordon, Epler Hall) 15 7.2
Green(Eco) roofs 48 23.0
Green buildings
LEED Certified building 56 26.8
Low-emitting materials 20 9.6
Occupancy sensor control for lighting 38 18.2
Ventilation system for IAQ 0 0




Mug runners program 5 2.4
Chuck it for charity program 11 5.3
Lending library (on online) 27 12.9
Reusable to-go containers program 38 18.2
Work order center for special request materials (on online). 8 3.8
Reuse room (in Cramer Hall) 88 42.1
Pop-up-swaps 4 1.9
Surplus property program 3 1.4
Outdoor compost bin 49 23.4
Transportation
Transit passes through campus 128 61.2
Bike hub 116 55.5
Bike land (on Broadway) 96 45.9
Bike to PSU Challenge and Bike Commute Challenge 27 12.9
Electric avenue 93 44.5
VikeBikes program 13 6.2
Zipcar for free or lower rates program 66 31.6
Land use
Green pedestrian corridor (in Montgomery Street) 34 16.3
Clean air corridor (from the end of Lincoln Hall to the end of ShattuckHall) 99 47.4
Education and
Student activity
Living Lab Initiative 6 2.9
Sustainability volunteer program 9 4.3
Green student groups 11 5.3
Campus gardens 50 23.9
EcoReps program 9 4.3
Student Sustainability Leadership Council 7 3.3
Sustainability scholar group 0 0
Sustainability-related and focused courses 15 7.2
Average ** 35.1 16.8
* The percentage shows the portion of respondents who answered ‘yes’ to each question among all 209 respondents;
** Average is the total average or the number of respondents who answered ‘yes’ to each question.
The next part of survey, Living Practices for Sustainability, shows the degree of sustainable
lifestyle practice among the students. As shown in the Table 7, The response average for each question
is from 1.79 to 3.62, and the total average is 2.85 on a four-point scale ranging from “never” (1) to
“often” (4). The highest degree of practice is shown for “Turning off lights, electronic equipment, and
appliances when not using them.” “Avoiding waste by drinking from reusable water bottles or the tap
instead of purchasing single-use water bottles”, and “Using durable dishes” show a high degree of
practice. The lowest degree of practice is shown for “Checking with PSU’s Reuse Room and Surplus
Property Program before purchasing.” In addition, “Seeking out fair or direct trade labeled products”
and “Eating sustainable seafood” are lower than the average.
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Table 7. Living practice for sustainability. N = 209, ( ): %.
Survey Questions Never Seldom Sometimes Often N/A Total Average
Using public transportation,
a bicycle, or ride share
for commuting




25 (12.0) 59 (28.2) 82 (39.2) 42 (20.1) 0 (0.0) 208 (100) 2.68
Seeking out fair or direct
trade labeled products 73 (34.9) 63 (30.1) 40 (19.1) 18 (8.6) 12 (5.7) 206 (100) 2.02
Eating sustainable seafood 61 (29.2) 56 (26.8) 42 (20.1) 21 (10.0) 28 (13.4) 208 (100) 2.13
Using durable dishes 11 (5.3) 18 (8.6) 52 (24.9) 120 (57.4) 7 (3.3) 208 (100) 3.40
Avoiding foods with lots of
disposable packaging 34 (16.3) 67 (32.1) 71 (34.0) 33 (15.8) 3 (1.4) 208 (100) 2.50
Turning off lights, electronic
equipment, and appliances
when not using them
2 (1.0) 10 (4.8) 52 (24.9) 143 (68.4) 1 (0.5) 208 (100) 3.62
Switching off power strips
when feasible 56 (26.8) 55 (26.3) 37 (17.7) 56 (26.8) 5 (2.4) 209 (100) 2.46
Focusing light where it is
needed, instead of lighting
the entire room
22 (10.5) 63 (30.1) 58 (27.8) 66 (31.6) 0 (0.0) 209 (100) 2.80
Taking natural light by
adjusting blinds 6 (2.9) 30 (14.4) 63 (30.1) 107 (51.2) 3 (1.4) 209 (100) 3.32
Running the washing
machine when it is full and
using cold water
18 (8.6) 36 (17.2) 52 (24.9) 90 (43.1) 13 (6.2) 209 (100) 3.09
Using water wisely (not
letting faucets run, reporting
drips and leaks, taking short
shower, etc.)
4 (1.9) 37 (17.7) 70 (33.5) 94 (45.0) 2 (1.0) 207 (100) 3.24
Avoiding waste by drinking
from reusable water bottles
or the tap instead of
purchasing single-use
water bottles
9 (4.3) 23 (11.0) 46 (22.0) 129 (61.7) 1 (0.5) 208 (100) 3.43
Conserving paper when
printing (printing
double-sided or on the back








18 (8.6) 54 (25.8) 91 (43.5) 40 (19.1) 4 (1.9) 207 (100) 2.75
Checking with PSU’s Reuse
Room and Surplus Property
Program before purchasing
112
(53.6) 42 (20.1) 26(12.4) 22(10.5) 4 (1.9) 206 (100) 1.79
Recycling paper, bottles, and
cans to conserve resources
and to reduce waste and
landfill impacts
9 (4.3) 22 (10.5) 58 (27.8) 118 (56.5) 1 (0.5) 208 (100) 3.38
Composting food scraps 76 (36.4) 53 (25.4) 35 (16.7) 41 (19.6) 3 (1.4) 208 (100) 2.20
Average 2.85
Non-response is excluded.
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With regard to the results of the analysis between understanding and the level of actual practice
of the students, students who previously took courses related to sustainability or were engaged in
sustainable student activities were more knowledgeable about PSU green campus strategies and plans
than those students who had not, as shown in Table 8. Therefore, it would be important to focus more
on educating students and to develop related programs in order to have more positive effects for green
campus projects.
Table 8. Differences in knowledge by respondents’ backgrounds.
Items Frequency Average t-Value
Gender
Male 105 6.63 −0.642 n.s.Female 100 7.12
Living on campus Yes 61 7.38 0.621 n.s.No 148 6.83
Previous experience of living
on campus
Yes 28 9.79
3.111 **No 118 6.19
Experience of taking course
on sustainability
Yes 32 10.50
2.751 **No 176 6.33
Experience of enrolling student
activity focused on sustainability
Yes 10 11.60
2.632 **No 198 6.74
n.s.: not significant * p < 0.05 ** p < 0.01 *** p < 0.001.
5. Conclusions
This field investigation results are as follows. In acknowledging the enormity of climate change
issues, PSU has made diversified efforts to reduce carbon dioxide emissions and waste disposal.
The university formed an official committee dedicated to making a green campus, with designated
staffs for budgeting and research. Based on research, they establish a long-term plan to address the
issue from multiple perspectives. Green campus projects in PSU were operated by official organizations,
funding, with long term plans of PSU in multilateral 12 categories. Those were administration, energy,
water, climate action, green buildings, green purchasing, waste reduction and recycling, food and
dining services, transportation, land use, action, and education and student activity. Distinctive
sustainable plans or features were district heating and cooling loop, storm water plan, climate action
plan and progress, achieving LEED certifications for newly constructed or renovated facilities, waste
audit reports, public transportation in campus, “Electric Avenue” providing multiple charging stations
for electric cars, “Park Block”, as well as large numbers of sustainability-related courses and student
groups. This sets the PSU green campus apart from similar initiatives in Korea in that it has a dedicated
organization, budget and research resources that enable long-term planning and implementation of
diversified efforts. Efforts to establish a physical environment for a green campus can be used as
educational materials that students learn about in classes. They are also used in various areas, ranging
from student activities, to leadership programs, and community programs, for greater participation in
green campus initiatives and related education.
The survey results show that the level of students’ understanding about green campus strategies
was somewhat low, but the amount of practice about sustainable lifestyle was higher. Students
who previously took sustainable related courses or were engaged in sustainable activities had more
knowledge about PSU green campus strategies and plans than students who were not. Therefore, it
would be important to focus more on educating students and develop related programs in order to
have more positive effects of green campus projects. The findings of this study, strategies of PSU green
campus project and necessity of educating current students, would help other universities initiating
green campus projects to create and develop related programs.
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The PSU’s most distinctive plans could be compared with Korea or the plans could be
benchmarked in six ways. (1) The most critical differences are the administrative organizations,
budgets, and long-term plans reflecting research; (2) Through the green revolving fund, each building
can be renovated to be made energy efficient and energy cost savings be repaid; these processes
continuously help to reduce building energy in whole campus; (3) As one of the green campus plans,
information about the physical environment, such as dashboards, signs, or posters are installed
at university buildings to provide details of the educational functions; (4) For promoting public
transportation, PSU has cooperated with Oregon State and Portland City. Consequently, the students
and staff of the university can use the Electric Avenue for electric car charging and public transit free
of charge; (5) There are a lot of courses related to sustainability in various fields, and we could identify
a list of such courses on the university website. Indeed, majors that are less related to sustainability,
such as Accounting, have one or more courses reflecting sustainability. That is, students can study the
concept of sustainability and apply it to their majors. In graduate courses, there are interdisciplinary
majors with sustainability. Thus, the students can achieve sustainability certification; (6) There are many
students’ programs, leadership programs, and programs cooperating with communities. Through
these programs, the students can participate in conducting green campus plans and learn sustainability.
One of the dedicated organizations in PSU plans these programs and promotes them.
This study analyzed green campus plans and living practices in PSU as an example through
field investigation and survey. Future study will be planned to suggest Korean-style strategies for
green campuses. For this purpose, it will be necessary to study the actual conditions of Korean green
campuses and various advanced cases in other countries to benchmark for Korea.
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